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2.

RESON FOR REPORT .

Information contained in thir_i report is believed to be of
immediate interest nnd is in reply to briefs referred to in R:T3T,• RENCZS (1 above).
3.

REPORT
a. Organization of
(1)

Prior

VI-D

to 1944

Di,UFELDT and SCHELLENBERG present different accounts of
the changes in leadership of VI-D prior to the arrival of =FFGEN. DUFELDT states that he was acting chief of VI-D from .,..utumn 1939 until the end of 1940, vhen 0/Stubaf Er GR.,..EFE as appointed Leiter: D,UFELDT claims that he lacked the training and
education for the position, and it 'i;las only beCause of personal
considerations that his release 'as not made kno-in until 'his
actual departure in 1941. .ccording to D,U=DT, 0/Reg Rat Dr
SCILX1B-011ER succeeded GR.L.EF: = s Gruppen Loiter VI-D at the end of
1941, when GR.LEFL became Leiter of VI-0.
In contrast, SCHLLYZ -ABERG states that until D.LUFELDT's
transfer to Switzerland in 1941, the latter was at all times Grup
pen Leiter VI-D. in fact as well as in name, and that SCHELLENBERG always dealt v.ith him as such. DCHELL:NBERG further insists
that GR..EFE was never in chc.re of VI-D even temporarily. In the
interim folloring D.,J7FLLDT's transfer, SCHLLLLNB1LRG himself took
charge of VI-D, handling the affairs of the Grupp ,,: until P-IFFGEN's assignment as Leiter. During this period. SCHELLENBERG
availed himself of the services of 0/Reg Rat Dr S0Ha2,130HLR, a
member of SCHELLINBERG's personal staff and formerly in IV-E
(counter-espionage). The fact that SCHELLENBERG frequently delegated the handling of particular VI-D matters to S011,11.:hi0HiR may
have led other members of VI-D to assume that SCI-LiE.B.LXHLR was
actually the Gruppen Loiter, but SCHELLENBILRG asserts that this
belief is unfounded.
During DLIUF -ELDT s tenure, VI-D employed H.LMMI,N, NIKL,USI
Dr KRUEGER; U Stuf uYLD ,roIrq,l, Dr THOST, and JUETTNER. Their
tasks were geho'rod
and duties had not yet been
broken down into specialties to any great extent. From 1938 to 1941 VI-D handled intelligence pertaining to England and the United States, and, for one period of a feu months, Scandinavia, lit
this time there Taro no separate Referat; all intellig.nce matters wore treated by VI-D as a unit operation.
(2)

Organization at the Time of Military Defeat
.(a) Referat

7I-D/1 (United. States)

In Summer 1944 SCHELLENBERG and. .1,P:2FFGEN reorganizd this
Referat. Owing to past experiences, furthr espionage mission:3
-2-
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cons(Juntly,
;[,mA
to t lae United ::;tatswer
Erfssung (collectiou of intolli g nce) . sectinn of VI-D/1 found
itself with nothing to do. It vas decided ill July 1944 to disbnd the section and to trnsfer its remainin functions to VID/4 (South America) under H/Stuf GROSS. Stubaf CARS=NH, vho had
been chief consultant of VI,-D/1 1 was relieved of his duties and
'Inter sent to Denmark.
The AusTertung (evolution) section was retained, Its
chief consultant, itubaf Dr LANGE, was sent on detached service
to Dulng OBERURSEL (Auswerte Steno 7est) to interrogate liied
.
air. force Personnel on political topics (of ADI (K) Report No
328/1945, par 224). LANGE used a detailed brief prepared by •0/Stuf RUDOLPH for the United Stntes and by U/Stuf GAEDE for the
United Kingdom. The interrogations produced little political intelligence. LANGE wrote numerous reports • on the political'opinions held by Allied air force personnel. PAEFFGEN states that
LANGE's presence in OBERURSEL was not resented by the CO, Obst/Lt
KILLINGER. However, both KILLINGER and Amt VI objected to the
operations of Amt IV personnel which had been sent to the Dulag
from Stapo Loit.St014 FRANKFURT/Main.
Stubaf CARSTENN was an old hand in the SD. Ho was appointed chief consultant VI-D/1 at the time that PAEFFGEN assumed
charge of VI-D, but failed to activat,, an intelligence net in the
United States.
CARSTENN spent eight months preparing for Unternehmen ROSL. PAEFFGEN would have relieved him much sooner if a
good replacement hod boon available. In Summer 1944 CARSTLNN
wont to Finland, There for about four weeks he assisted the Amt
VI HB, Stubaf BROSS, Ho was then sent to Denmark to organize an
I-notin preparation for an Allied invasion.

In April 1945 LANGE escorted General V.,..NAILLN, a US Air
Force officer, to the Swiss border. V_..NA;VIAN was allegedly given
an oral message to delivor to President ROOS:VELT. This project
was supervised by SCHELLENjLRG, 7ho acted upon the advice of Stu-1
baf Giselher TIRSING (of Third US Army Int Center Special Interr'ogation-Report No 2). After changing his mind several times,.
H=MLER had reluctantly consented to VANADLLN's rlease from a
?WE.
The reorganization of VI-D/1 left . 0/Stubaf RUDOLPH in
charge of the entire R3ferat.nnd supervisor of the 1,uswertung
section, with U/Stuf HAMANN and Frnu 1J,LKANN assisting him. The
last-named also kept the card index files covering the United
States.
(b) Referat VI-D/2 , (United Kingdom)
Until November 1944 0/Stubaf SCHUEDDIKOPF was in charge.
He was then lent to Zentral Bucro VI- to write daily reports on
political developments in countries handled by-VI-D. The material he used usually came front VI-D.
0/Stuf NIKLXS was deputy chief consultant of VI-D/2, and
H/S PRETSCH and H/Stuf GIESE supervised the collection of information by VI-D/2. It was nlso . their job to find and train agents,
U/Etuf GIESE evaluated the information,. 0/Stuf RELVIERS
kept the card indices end the agent file.' -Dr THOST I , a civilian
employe, was the specialist in matters concernin g British domestic policy, and had represented the Voelkische Beobchter in LONDON for four years, In Knrch 1945 he escorted p. British PT, Maj
DODGE, to the Swiss frontier.. Frnu HORCH, fk eivilian employee,
also worked in the Auswertung section.
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In ugust 1944 / 1-t the request of Gruf :JK:LLER of hint IV,
int_rpro1.hck
SCHELLENBLRG asked P ITFGEN to sand n
number of 1?)riter to LINZ to nssist nith the interrogie:: o
to F.J.7fG1., the
tish nnd Amerie•rn offiers or ngcnts.
prisoners vq ro supposed to have been American or British
vho had been secretly sent to Czechoslovakia to f-ssiSt the C?,ech
underground, . PEFFGEN says 46. 11t, THOST vas used only as nn ini
terpreter, He kno'Js only that th:i prisonrs . admi tted 11.vng
worked - with the Czech 'underground. On the trip to LYNZ, MOST
vas accompanied by a Gestapo agent rtho Tas nlso on route to the
interrogation,

PAEFFGEN is :lot certain of the number t 'but he believes that
there iere about ten English and ten . .zdaericagentS in the group
and that they had come vin Italy. He believes that rhen captured
the agents rero dressed in civilian clothes,
(c) Referat

(Scandinavill

Stubaf GROE)fHEIM 1 formerly with the old SD . Haupt Amt (III-

vas in charge of the Reforat (of 020 Report on 301-1ST) . GROLN-

HEIM vas relieVed in •Lugust 1944 and in October vas-sent to Abt
VI, BdS OSLO, to-collect intelligence on Sweden and to organin
an I-net in Norway. In his reports he stressed the difficulties
facing him in
1attei task.

GROENBEIM's successor was Stubaf DIESINGER. Stubaf
BROSS, HB for J.,mt VI in Finland, had done excellent vork there, •
and vhen that country 76as . forced out of the var in September 1944
he returned to Germany and was sent to Sonder Komivndo Nord, Stubat FINKE waS . HB in Sweden.but hadlo be recalled in March 1945
upon the insistence of the Svedish Government, Dr K2UI:GER,
FINKE's assistant in STOCKHOLM, was recalled 31 Doc 44 and assigned to the Luavertung section of VI-D. The chief evaluation
officer (Auswerter) of the section, H/Stuf DOING, vent to OSLO
in February 1945 to help GROEWHILIY. H/Stuf ZnLLNER .evaluated
information from Finland; 0/Stuf MU•LLER / a • recent , 1'. rival at
VI-D 1 did the same for Siveden. U/Stuf WAHLST-1B kept the card
index. H/Stuf aLUFELDT, the brother of PAEFFGEN's predcfcesser
as Gruppon Leiter of VI-D, was a member of bt VI I BdS OSLO, at
the time PAEFFGEN ssumcd control of VI-D, Lt the endof 1944
DAUFELDT :cas recalled for disciplinary reasons and transferred to
Amt I for reassignment.'

(c) Referat VI-DY4 (South morice)

(Note4Frc,u_Hildegard BEETZ ) . elv111an employee of the
SD in ROME, who vas eiliidYT5d - frbm' November 1941 to July 1942 in
tht . offices of VI-E/3 (Italy) and VI-E/1 (South America), under
V/Stuf Ewald GEPPERT / has given the follming information concorning thd : ' vork'-of-. the- South hmorica 1:lferat, rhich was then
operating from Italy. It should be romemberod that the orvnization of the various Referate as different at that time,)
Until the severance of diplomatic relations, the Brazilian Embassy in BERLIN was the princip s 1 source of information
gathered by Referat South _zierica. Through a Gcrman-employe
(name unknom to 13-2FFGEN) of the Lrazili-n Emb n ssy, GEPPERT ixas
able to secure copies of 111 reports Thich the Brazilian Ambassador sent to his home office. The reports were extrmely. Inter-

esting and were passed on 7ithout delay to the Foreign Office arid

the Reichs Chancellery, In 1941 the Germans were organizing eh
intelli p;ence net in South _merica, staffinr): it 7ith Germans Q-io

lived there , or '71.th others . 1ho had returned to serve in the WThr-

macht but had been found qualified to rork as agents and

sent back as such to South America.•
CONFID
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placed in chargo• of
the end Of 19473 H/Stuf GROS
VI-D/40 His assistant as . U/,3. tuf G.,n=c Th
--s.don by fltv,
collectin of intc.11ienco.
LUT-11=0=:ITE'R,
.1.1L,LKENS,
civilian employs:
1„.,r;GE had yorkd
L...NOE, all of ': ! hom. hed lived in 3outh
for the SD in Brazil and later in Chile,
b.

Functions

-ald Operations

VI-D ,4a s char,:d 7ith colle r:tinF„ evalu-tinr-;, ‘nd diss . min a ting intelligence pert a ining to the United St a ts, the United
Kingdom, South .Lmrica l and :3candin-,via. Intellince in the
finished form 1e.s sent totIn policy-making agencies of the ZeAelt,
primarily to the Foreign Office. The division of peer b2t7cen
the state and the NSD.LP often hinlored or blocked the floe; of intelligence, and often it ;(2nt to ITaste.
In L.ugust 1942, rhen PZEFFGEN took charge of VI-D, there rere
only three'Referate; Scandinavia ivas still under VI-E. The- key
personnel of VI-D imcluded H/Stuf C,-TiSTENN I 0/Stu r SCHUELDEKOFF,
0/.Stu f NIKLJTS, 0/3tuf R=ERS, and the civilian employees, Dr
THOST and BOEHKE. In P.EFFGEW's opinion, the most pressing need
at the time was to increase the personnel commensurately 7ith the
importance of VI-D.
To secure good personnel, p.I.EFFGZIT tried to-apply the standards p ot by SCHELLENBERG. He gave preference to those Tho possessed linguistic ability and political knoledge. SCHELLENBERG'
predecessor, JOHST, failed to follow high standards, according to
PI.EFFGEN, because not enough qualified applicants Tore availalole.
When ha took stock of the operational status of VI-D, PEFFGEN found that no direct channels of communication 4existed to
either the United States or the United Kingdom, and that no agent
net had been activated in either country. E1EFFGEN states that
German leadership failed to foresee the advantages of . a well-coordinated and smoothly-functioning,/intlligence service, and that
once the INar broke out it was too late to try to establish One.
PLEFFGEN characterizes procedure in 1,mt VI as amounting to rank
dilettantism before SCHELLENBERG took over.
The little information on the United States and the United
Kingdom which • reached VI-D- atthat time TS exclusively from
sources located in neutral European countries and in the Near .
East. VI-D tried to tost its own agents in these neutral countries, but-this led to considerable friction with other Gruppen
of /Int VI and restated . in . SCHELIIENBERG's decision to have VI-D
refrain from doing so. Ho7ever, the other Gruppen (VI-B, C I and
E) were told to gather information about the countries under VI-D.
and to pass this along to VI-D. This procdure met with the approval of all the Gruppen Leiter and was carried out. Because "
its own ' intelligence-undertakings in the -United States and Great
Britain failed, VI-D was forced to resort to other agencies for
help.
;The
ilure of .VI-D to secure information directly from the
UrAted States and Great Britain is laid to the go- ogr7,phical difficulties, the surveillance of la-enforcement agencis of both
these countries, and the lack -of enoth trained agents Tith lin7
guistic ability and good educational 'zackground.
(1)

VI-D/1

l'o EFFGEN claims that he found no evidence that eny of his
predecessors had Made serious attempts to organize information
. -
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nets in the United St?71tos. SCHLL?cr fr. 'quntly stressed the
:1liencc cenneis atoll costs
, up
impertive need-. of o:-.) , in 6
untapped reservoir of potential agrits existed among Germn.n
rcptriates. VI-D sor e ned th e m systemticilly but found most of
them reluctant to return to the United Stats, ray,: usu.,,l‘ri)ly
"You should have let-us kno7 earlier that the Reich es ino Tould
terested in political espionge; if •a; hod only kno-:. n,
the rectriates
have stayed (in the US) and -orked for you."
who 'ore•intervio120d . emphasized the efficient nnd ubiquitous control exercised . by the FBI end . expr%:.ssed serious doubt that their
'prone:nee in the United States TOuld hove remained undetected vcr:,.
: long; their fingerprints h a ving boon taken end their personal
data recorded when they left the United States.
PLEFFGEN. says that no connections, dir: ,:ctly or via the
.Auslands Organistion, existed at any time btveen VI-D and the
-Gorman-American Bund. 'The one'nearly-succeSsful,attempt to gain
a •foothold in the United States launch e d by VI-D cam-, to on end
when the FBI announced the capture of . COLEPLUGH and &IMPEL.
•
.
(a) Unternehmn ELSTER
According to SCHELUNBERG, a very important .factor in the
launching. of Unternohmen ELSTER was the unexpected intervention
of tho ,itlavaertige Amt. Up to that time the Foreign Office had
turned a cold shoulder to all SCHELLEWBERG's efforts to establish
a system of . collboration, ;hereby the 1„,uswaertigo .emt would
brief Amt VI on. the information required for the conduct of Germany's foreign affairs.
•
In Spring 1943 SCHELLEWBERG and P-1FFGEN ':ere ordered to
report to RIBBENTROP at Castle Fuschl in LuStria. SCHELLENBERG
went into conference with RIBBENTROT
P,..EFFGEN had a talk
with Dr MIEGERLE of the Auswaertige sent, one-time editor-in-chief
of the Berliner Boersonzeitung, who was in charge of Germany's
official propaganda directed against ROOEVELT's reelection as
President. Very much to SCHELLENBERG's surprise, RIBBENTROP
wanted to knot whether ' Amt VI hod succeeded in organizing an . espionage net in the United States. In no uncertain terms, SCHELLENBERG reminded RIBBENTROP that the For3ign Minister had, as
_late as 1941, Characterized SCHELLENBERG's concept of a Gehcime
• Meldedienst as "idiotic" and had claimed he could accomplish the
same ends by employing five or six top-notch agents. He also
reminded RIBBENTROP . that the Luswaertige lout had failed to create
a poolvf available agents in the United States, although with a • .
potential of 900, 000 Volksdeutsche and an Embassy staff of 900,
something could hove been done along those lines during the periodl'from 1920 to 1941. .
RIBBENTROP explained to SCHELLENBE:RG that the Auswsertige
Lint was in urg e nt need of . on--the-spOt coverage of public sentiment in the United States, in order to form a reliable estimate
of the prospects of ROOSEVELT and DEWEY in the presidential con-test. The Ausy;aertige.4mt also,wanted to . determine the efficacy.
of its
propaganda in th6 United States, especially the results
itattained among racial minorities in the Unit e d States.
'SCHELTRNBERG then offered to organize a submarine expedition to, land WIT agents in the United Ste,tos rho would transmit
the information required by the '.4us 7,7,ex'tige lent once every fortnight, The final agreement was that .PLEKI GEN and Dr KLE=TR
would attend to the technical details of the enterprise.
-6CONFIDEN,TI,I...,L
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=SIEVERS had resided In the United States for many years
and 1. 3 EFFGE1'T believes that he worked either in the banking or in
the insurance business. Shortly before Gerrnny's declaration of
war against the United States, SIEVERS return(A to Grmany via
Japan and Siberia.

,

SIEVERS' proposition was accepted and the four men he had
recommended as agents were engged by VI-D/1. Two-of them .vcre
picked as W/T operators and sent to VI-.F for trining. Both
dropped out soon: one of them, STECHMSSER, becaus he was found
to be implicated in a case of morEll turpitude; the other, whose
name PAEFFGEN does not recall, reneged on his promis6 and asked tc
SIEVERS eventually found a replacement,. a student
be relieved.
.named RLSCH who had been to the United States ass tourist. SIEVEBS decided to go ?,lcing with the agents and take charge of the
agent not in the United States . . He claimed that some of his ac,quaintanoes in the US wore. prominent in politics.
In early 1944, .SIEVERS'and his party, including ESCH and
two W/T operators whose names R.EFFGEN claims not to recollect,
left LORIENT by submarine. They carried with them two W/T sets,,
Office or War Informntion passes, and 60,000 dollars in Uls cur-,
rency.
Based on information given by repatriates from the Unite:-:
States- , an informal -record of contact addresses (Lnlauf Stellen)
in the United', States Was compiled by VI-D. However, no independa
meanseexisted for checking whether . the parties at these addresses
were trustworthy and willin g to cooperate.
(2) VI-1212
PLEFFGEN says that his attempts •to . oronize a net of
agents in the United Kingdom proved futile. , -Wo British or German
agents could be found end coamitted with hope of success.
In December 1943 VI-D me. its first and lost attempt to
drop agents into Irelf ,J1 1 which would have been an ideal bsse for
the UK. O'REILLY and KENNY were British subjects who were living
In Jersey when the Germ o ns invaded the Channel' Islands. After the
occupation had begun.they went to live in Germny, and, according
to PZEFFGEN,:expressed their willingness to work for the SD.
- COLLINS, an Irish citizen, received W/T training from VI-1
at the tiffin PAEFFGEN took charge . of VD-D.. VI-D/2 considered
him in conjunction. ,id.th the O'REILLY attempt but found he lcked
proficiency and mechanical aptituZe, for WT work. PAEFFGEN does
not know what became of COLLINS end adds that COLLINS never uorko
for VI-D. Pi:EFFOEN claims he cannot recollect all the technical
details involved in getting O I REILLY :and KENNY started (cf S0HUEDDEKOP.T1 report),
!
The two agents were captured y the Irish police, and the
German Embassy in DUBLIN was notified. The German Foreign Office
complained that espionage activities on Irish, territory were in
direct contravention of a blanket prohibition, end that the full
reSponsibility for a possible breach of diplomatic relations between . Germony and the Irish Free State would
with the RSHil.
This complaint resulted.o in a direct order from K,LTENBRUNNER to
stop sending agents to . Eire,
. 8
1.;

w:
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P.:.,EFFGEN b ._lieves,that tha uncompromising attituto of th
1-erman Foreign Office stemmo from considerations other than its
inf:,rs this from
professed solicitude for Eire's neutr 5Ality. I
In
Winter
of
1942/3
1--).FFGEN
attended
the following incident:
a conference in the office of I'mbassanor Dr VEECENKI,YE. Undor
rtcking in Eire, invlving the
discussion was a. contempletod
consinerble
'number
of intellignc . enn sabotrog,
parachuting of . e .
agent. The question under discussion was, who should handle th
incomin q, messages, the Foreign Office, which sponsored the projoct,. , or Lmt VI, which claimed a monopoly on oporatiens of this
kind.? 0/StubaT BOERNE:R, who represented VI-F/L (Hovel Institut),
-wanted all messages processed through VI-F. VL -,CSENNI,2,YER ckemurre
The undertaking itself never came off.
\
,
• , At\the same conference VEESENYEi expressed a. desire to
Cicontect /.63. 7p. .yformer charge d'ffaires of Eire in BERLI'fi, .1st
reporteT7workIng for, the SD in . ROME. PEFFCTEN . disclaims knowledge of any plans on the part of the Foreign Office to start an
.insurrection in Eire at the em.f! of 1943. Nor din the Foreign Officevin protesting the OEILLY action, imply that by .acting
.precipitately the SD 1.11(1 deliberately foiled a parallel enterprise of the Foreign Office

•

,

It is worth noting that SCHEILENBERG's version of the
O'REILLY - KENNY expedition is et variance with n,.EFFGEN.'s,
tar as 601 LLENBE:1G offers a much more plausible explanation of
the motives which prompted the .auswaertige Lint to protest SD 01-37:X
• ations in Eire. Lording to SCHELLENBERG, Unternahmen • 1000, as
contemplated by RIBBENT2OP and VEEL3ENMAYE, was conceiven, as-a .
diversionary move in the evnt of en invasion of the British Isli.

•

•

There were to be two distinct phases, one consisting' of. the parachute drop of Irish agents who ,would establish lioison with ele,ments of the Irish Republican “my (IRL) and's'mn wireless messages to their home station in ,lermany in prepration for the mai
.phase: the landing of airborne, elements of the 7ffen.SS in Eire
• to be coordinated with an ill:, uprising. The conf&ronce which
PAEFFGEN attended at the Aufmsertige Lint merely dealt with the
.first phase of Unternehmen
In its . preparation VaSENMAYER
had established a pool of. Irish agents, among them 0'LILLY and
KENNY. Both SCHELLENBERG und-PEFFGHN vlero aware of this then
they decided to dispatch these two agents on an intelligence mis
• sion. SCHELLENBERG know thatthis move might cross the purpose's
ofIBBENTR3P ann VELSENMIMR. He also know . that the capture of
0. 1 2EILLYand KENNY was bound to give aw^.y s the secret ef.Unternahnr
1000 1 both agents having knowledge of the operation, . SCHELLEHBED!
-remembers vaguely - having been called upon to explain his conduct
in writing and having offered . a very lame excuse.
PAEFFGEN - states that during hi S tenure of office no membe
of the Gorman.Embssy'staff in DUBLIN I . ,11:)r for that metter any
, Q-erman press representatiVe stationed inEire, was em p loye by
;,mt VI.
.
Stabaf Dr 7ilhelm HOETTL, denuty Grup'17)dn Leiter VI-E,
.states that : either P.LEFFG:N- or SCHU=KOPF ssked hiM to assist
in enlisting the services of the Vatican 2efcrent of the German
Foreign, Office, Dr_qUe, nther HOFFMLN. HOFFMIIN had lived in EiTO
for many y'ears and Irish-h o rn woman.' HOFF.5:1N,
an avowed anti-Nazi, decline ,': the 'proposal, Shortly before aomE
fell to the
he joined his friend, the: German . Lmbassador
to the Holy See, Baron von WEIZ6ECK2R,' end staye
the Vatican
with him. PLEFFGZJ denies haying sppreach : - ,21 Dr HOETTL in this
matter,-
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In 1944,
service was controlled by ,:,mt II
op,rations
Trtany's
stiffening ittitud e tnvard C.
Svodish soil led .Lmt VI to prep r ro offices in DUO and COPEN-IILGN,
VI-D 7'aS represented in COP:C,NHI,GE by H/c;tuf D.:11J.ELLDT and, in OSLO
by H/Stuf KitaiSE, h.E7FGZN STU th'A neither rief.Isured up t o his
task and t)-)k remed i al action byreplacing th ,,A,A in Lutumn 1944.
H/Stuf CARSTENN waS sent to COPENHAG1SN, H/Stuf WinNHAM to OSLO,
Their assigned mission was to maint a in intelligence cont a cts with
Sweden and to p rgniz,e I-nets in w,oh country. In the rapidlydeveloping situation the results of thlir work vvoro, negligible,
VI-D's Haupt Bonuftragter in Sweden was 0/Stubaf .Luguat
Ostensibly an assistant c en'lerci-1 'rttache with the Cermnr
blest ngcnts
legation in STOOKTIOLIII, he was considored ono of
In the service of the SD. FINKE was known to be one of SCHELL:1JBERG 1 s Sonder Linien (special sources). Before his assignment to
Sweden, Finn, vFis Gruppon Leiter VI-A, succeeding Stubnf Dr FILBERT and preceding Standf Dr SLNDB:liGER. FINK vas a bon vivant
with a vehement dislike for sustain,r! work. 4s to his accmolishments and abilities in intelligence work, PL‘lif:= and. SCH -J,LLLNBERG (l id not agree. 3CH1',LL-NBE,iG once tall Dr HULTTL that FINKE
• had worked well and that he had
ed to set 11 1D a.. comprehensive
, intelligence nt thich yieldc,d
=.1T2GEN, n the
other hand, to o k ,:.xco p tion.to the lack of f-ctull material cantained in ZINKE's numerous reports. AlthouR.F1 FINKE i d n v;ide
circle of acquaintances in STOCZIOLM, ho nevr succeeded in establishing a good connection
Swedish, let alone 3ritish or Lmerloan, sources (of Third Lrmy Interrogntion Center Special Interrogation R
- eport: German Intelligenc Olieratins in the -.test;
s p urce, ivlaj Friedrich. BUSCH, last with Luftwcffe 11 ,'Ilehrunzs L;tab),
Lecording t- BIB OH FInE l s spec ialy oas to , turn u:N
c ancernin:; c )nv,:ys ootwn Gr
in t.nd I :U
FINKE t alleged sourc
a Grman n to DC L TY h-o had an ffair
with an English girl who in turn had
affair with an Irish priesThis p riest we,s suppos:d .t.) have be ,:..n the British AmbssaThr's father confessor. This is h-:.rdly plausible, especially since the
British „Imbnssador wns a Scotch Prasbytorian.
FINKE's colleagues nt the Legation treated him as an inter.
loper anl expr:,ssei roliof r hen'he was vithd r ar n in Fcbruary 1945
at the request of the Li'vdish Goverment. INK
assistant, Dr
KRUEGER, W9S withdrawn in December 1944 at the request of the G a rman Foroign Office.

FL'''s

•i

FINKE. found his informants among Swedish.and.German
paper correspondents and atong the st Jaff members of the German
gation. • Graf DOUGLAS, n German national who was related to the
Swedish, General DOUGLAS, was Slated for an appeintment'at the German
legation in STOCKHOLM. He supposaly wc,nt t-) STOCKHOLM in
Tanaa4,
71945 •s an a ge nt fax' 161.1
C (L a st), He may also have
worked for FINKE.
•
'Von GOSSLER, rp rosantative of the German. iiilways -Publicity Bureau (Reichs Hahn Terbe
at STOCYHOIM, Y orked for
FINKL as well. He was expelled frm SweRJn at the
of 1944 on
sus p icion of espionage, According to FINKE, he was a mere
purveyr c)f society gossip.
Dr DANK:A'4iT, Couns e llor of the Lontian end the German Ambassndor's nighthand rum, was not kindly ;,is:::.)sed to w ard . FINKE, an
-• 10 . CONF -IDEHTIii L
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planned to organize . an 1-net in Sweden through the facilities of
the German legation. BAUERS=D, whf) n . ork ,_,:d on exchane
dents' matters in tLe . Kultur :-.bteilunz, of the Ge=::i leFation,
Cor.zes-oLdent of• Dr GD:i -LS' nesb:7.per
and Dr PENZLIZ,
So also was Cnt'es =1,Das Reich, were among VIT,a's
KTS27,--the divorced wife of a Gerulan news correspondent
whe went to Sweden in 1943. .She ss a Norwegian citizen,
supposedly the daughter of the Premier of the Norwelan Government in. Exile. Her excellent connoctions • in S-:Tedish and Norr-egian'cl_rdles yielded but little information of p olitical value.
The dean of GIS agents in &weden was Dr KRA=R. At th -request of SCHELLENBERG, IGAEMTb also collected political inform:
tion. His reports on the political situation in England before
11- authenticated ?:Ind wer.
and after the YALT.L . conferance seemed
rated very highly (see Third _Army interroation Center Special •Interrogation Deport No 2 7 .par 2, on source HAS/SO). After a
drawn-out di'spute, the ve:dng'.question of whether KPAEME

dealings with the Allies was decided in the negative. EaAEM-LR,
who for many years had - been with Abwohr I-I, was taken over by
Mil Amt C after the reorganiz:Aion in Spring 1944. His activiti(
were coordinated by : Obst/Lt von DEIITZ of Mu D, the chief of th:c

•
Evaluation .Section West of the Luftwaffe . Fuehrungs'Str.b, since
first SCIEILENLERG
,
most of his information concerned 'Angland. At
, suspected KilAEKER of working for an enemy intelligence aervice.
KRAEMER's steadfast refusal to divulge . his sources of informatiol
and his . extravagant style of living increased this suspicion,, anc7

SCHELLENBEaG told P.LEFFTAT and Obst/Lt G OHLETZ.(GruPpen Leitel

C) to keep an eye, on EIMEa. Neither na= •
VI-C and
nor PAEFFGEN (who had KaAEma investigated by FInE) were able to
find incriminating evidence.
According to P,:ir]F.TGIIT,

kauJi,a, groat deal about

British politics and was a cap7.ble ::'.nalst of politicla

tion. Laj Friedrich BUSCh l second assistant to the air attache
of the German Embassy from 141arch 1943 to Peal 1944, claims that.
KI,LEI= had many powoxful friends in =LIN for whom he toolt
foreign. currency to 3weilen. ,a.aong . them wore Mr3.j D",i;NTHEI.,:, of the
Luftwaffe Fuehrungs Stab; Obst/Lt KILINSTUEB., chief of Zot I-L

Amt Abwehr and last reorted with X0
SCille:LLNB23.aG and
11 ( rsha1 GOEhINCY. BUST.I. also suspects KilL 72.1 -21. , of having
.appropriated cert o.in files concerning the USS-Z, which were missir.
after one of h1

bIEh frequent visits to BUSCh's office. Hptm

ZETSCHE of the Luftwaffe Fuehrungs Stab cautioned SCH=LENDEI,G
in August 1944 about TE:LAEMEa. BUSCH himself was recalled to
LIN at the insistence of KitLETILII and was warned by the Gestapo t(
cease prying into KL,NATil's
Among other stories, XLLEMdL reported that the Danish'
inventor, Niels . Do.EL, wantc . a to make the secret of the atomic
bomb avrilable ta-71177rmany. HITLEL was supl:msed to be so impress(
by-these reports that he • -app ointed SS Lrigf .L=ECHT head of an
atom-splitting department in his headquarters.

SCHELLEN=G, under auestioning at this Center, claims
that the Whole issuc centering on K .L
- EHTL:L's alleged British af-s
filiation wa8 used by S s 0/Gruf Heinrich =L=, Amts. Chef IV,
as a pretext to undermine
psition. SCHEI=NBEILG
clearly recognized that if == should succd in establishin
iab=i,Ea's treason, it might seriously jeaparize* his position as
chief of Mil Amt.
He therefore resolved to back
to th...) •
hilt, disregarding several weighty elements of doubt in his awn
appraisal of HDALMJa'S source's.' Over and above considerations
of the safety of his own po s ition, YfliELLE 1- -,G claims to have •
liked K.L7=4's re p orts, inc.smuch as they lent support to the Political line expounded by the EC4ONT reports. ,s long as KnAE=

la-,T=
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reports continued, at least by implication, to stress
at a. negetiatod asccxd with the
tivo . need Of
Allies, SCHELT.LNIG was prepare'. to ,accept the HI ./=
and use it in the EGEOET reports in full hnwlede of
been derived from T.i ):itish sources.

CI- 11:V40
the impora'Iostorn
material
its having

The VI-]) representatiVe in Finland was Stubaf hltOSS. According to PAEFFG2Y, he was a top-notch intelligence agent and
had the advantage of working in a country friendly to, and allie
held 0. job with OT.
with, Germany. As a cover occupation Bi0
Ho worked by hitsolf and had connoctions with men high in
fish political circles.
. 'BROSS was woll-inform0.on.nolitical trends prevailing 13 . .
Finland, and, during the critical phase of 'Spring and Summer 194his . repo4s p roved to be sound and well-authenticated. When the
Finnish-Russian armistice ±'orQod him to quit the country . in Sep-.
tember 1944,„ he managed to organize •a stay-behind net which continued functioning until March 1945.
After the evacuation of Finland; SCIJELLEr13F. 11G ordered
the formation of a SOnder Kommando NOLD to collect military and
political information originating in Finland, with specica em
phasis on the USS1, and Russian methods used in Finland. Frog/
Kptn CELL,IdUS, the former .ib/ehr representative in Finland, and
two of his assistants, SS Stubaf BnnS and, at a later stage; Dr
KRUEGE]A l formor assistant to FINKE in STOCKHOLM, formed Sonder
'Commando NOliD, with f.',ELL_IdUL, in charge. ..c.eth Mil C and VI-])

wers a uth )rized to issue directives. (;onder Komm:-":10 NOD hr.d
its headqnartors in 11131,ING31/012 .'. ./A the end of J r nuary 1945:

after first not
HELSIJKI l a CELIu.:.,IUS and D .053 went by submarine to the west coast of Finland to pick up a Finnish intelligence officer, Col FALI,ITIa.i. Notes were compared on the prospects tf activating a secret intelligence net in Finland. and organizing a system of communications between Gormry and Finland.
FAK,ITIU3 undertook to select prospective agents from among his
subordinates and sent them to Gormany for training as W/T operators. It was arranged that / the agents be returned to Finland,
equipped with VT sets. Howev.,.r, this was never done. At the
beginning of February 1945, LilOS5 , communication channel to Finland, upon which the operations of Sondor Kommando NO .J2,.D hinged,
went out of existence, All the aline that PAEFFGEN was in BEaml
efforts to resume communications were in vain.

(4) VI-DLLLSourip,a)
When P.i,EFFG2N took over VI-D, an agent net in South

Junericc was operating, linked with the home offico by wireless.
'Its foundations had been laid at iv time when it required neither
excessive skill xl.or courage to , carry on es p ionage in South
ca. A courier service, by means of which PAEFFGEN tried to supplement the communication: s system, did very little to increase,

Its efficiency.

The HB for VI-D in Argentina was Siegfried sly:4eaver
nameGENZOL, usually abbreviated Sn.ttGO. *He st -ar-fed to work
for the SD in 1940, and in 1941 vidiii; .-t-Fer2r.--ny for a short visit
returning to Argentina early in 1942 on a S p anish boat. The last
message fil, d by BECKEI, reached VI-]) in .ugust 1944. PZEFFGEI\T
believes that BECKE1-4 was interned by Argentine authorities.
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BECkEis assistants were SEYDLITZ, representative of the
German anilways Publicity Bureau (aeichs Dahn Werbe Zentrale) in
BuEros LIRES; LLINGE, SD • representative in Chile and IMEOn'l
wireless operator. LLNGE and IAHOFF returned to Germany in October 1944,after US intervention had made Germ ,.n activities in Lrgentina uncomfortable.
Fre3T.4 clnims to know of the following agents who
were dispatched to south and Central Lmerica while GEPPEaT was
in charge;
a Venezuelan businessman of German extraction,
who went back to Venezuela in Summer 1940. He was supposedly assigned to sabotage and intelligence tasks.
UTZINGEIL, a Lt in the German Navy. Frau BELTZ met
him in 1(01VUE in 1941. In Lugust or September 1941 he
flew to South 4merica, where he assumed the cover job of
an engineer working for Siemens & S,chuckert. Frau BEETZ
believes that ho was supposed to make his way to the
ccording to PLEFFGEN, UTZINGEIL is possiUnited States.
bly identical with FiudICZOCK (code name: LUM,), who
handled all technical details involved in W/T traffic between the BLCKII:11 net and Germany. —11 operational messages were signed
GEPP= had connections with the chief manager of Ferro
Stahl G, ILAMMG, who put one of the branch offices of his firm
in South ,%merica at the disposal of the SD. PdIEFFGEN disclaims
knowledge of any of the above-mentioned agents. Nor does he knov
of any connections between VI-D/4 and Ferro Stahl LG. The reports reaching VI-D from its South J.merican sources dealt exclusively with the domestic and foreign policies of the South Lmerican republics. PLEFFGEN is certain that the South Lmerican net
had no extensions to the United States. No information originating in the United States was at any time forwarded through this
channel. LNG, who covered Chile, gathered incoz,sequential information.
ccording to P4.EFFGEN, his reports were very meager,
PAEFFGEN met LLNGE in BERLIN in December 1944. When he departed
from Chile, LLNGE left no agent net behind.

At the 0/1 ,1. of 1943 VI-D received a report from LLNGE,
about 200 words, purporting to be based on secret material that
had been obtained by extraordinary means (auf Nachrichten dienstlichem Wego). The report dealt with naval gunnery tactics practiced by the US Navy. R.EFFGEN has a vague recollection tJai.t th(
report tried to bring out the fine points of bracketing a target.
The German naval authorities to whom this report were passed on
were lukewarm in their reception and suggested that more materiaa
along the same lines be procured.
BECKEa had one W/T set somewhere in Lrgentina. He communicated with the Havel Institut (VI-1f) on a frequency officially
designated Linie 21. Recepti o n at BERLIN attended with considerable atmospheric difficulties. More favorable conditions for
clear reception obtained in IL IIVILITitG and PLaIL), P,.EFFGEN was told.
Sub-stations, presumably located in Lrgentina, Chile, and Paraguay, relayed their messages to BECKEI('s central station. He
sifted all incoming information and transmitted what he considere
to be of importance.
At the beginning of 1943 BECKEIL was 'mid 50,000 in US
currency. PLEFFGEN claims that Embassy funds were made available
and that the money was called for by 6EfDLITZ. BECKEh repeatedly
- 13 CONFIDENTIL. L
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asked for W/T p ersonnel .rplace:-Ients. In coplianco with thiS
request, VI-D/4 picked LA=P •SCI.c0=:., the f:-,rmer an
of the Gorman ,Roichspest and hi;4hay ed by VI-P c:s a VT
export. Both were len-time residents in South . -0:ierica l with a
.f11,tent Command of Spanish. It was tentatively planed that HANSEN, who was anxious to operate . independently, should be assignc.
to Chile or, at the discretion of ..BCKE'R., to any other country
in the Western Hemisphere where the opportunity to use him might
exist.
(a)

Unternohmen MLLE I (Naval Cover Name:

Equipment consisted of a WT sot plus -accessories and a
complete sot of microfilm uquipalent. P.',EF2GEN was a strong believer in microfilm as a means of trnsnitting messages. A ship
.ment of rare pharmaceuticals consigned to BECKER for sale in ,',rnavy cutter was
gentina and a sum of 20,000 were sent along.
used. Kptn/Lt 3CH5CEill.N3:6 owner of. a well-known salvaging firm
in HIADURG, who during the war was assigned to Marine Gruppon
Komando West, worked out the nautical details and picked the
drew. In co:mmand was It z S Ga" mas. The 11:1EN-SCHROELL party
set out from LO.ZEAUX in May 1944. Their arrival in Argentina
at the end of July 1944 was confirmed by wireless - the last mes
sage from the BECKER group over to reach VI-D. PAEFFGEN claims
that no instructions had been issued to turn the microfilm equip
ment over to the Japanese.
(b)

Courier Service

At the end of June 1943 . PAEFFGEN wont to MADRID te check
on progress Made in the organization of a courier service botwee
Spain and South Lmerica . to supplement the existing•T/T comr.mnicf.tions system., This und,rtaking had been entrusted to ARNOLD, ar
Amt VI representative stationed in LADIIID.
ARNOLD told PLEFFGEN that ho had boon able to enlist sai
ors on Spanish boats who were willing to serve as couriers. Hitches were liable to occur, however, since th . :: British employed
: crew members to uncover persons suspected of working for Gormal.
On frequent occasions such suspects had been taken off the boat
at'T-RINIDAD and interned. Further difficulties had arisen due t
the British practice of ignoring the assigned port of destinati(
of Spanish boats and after conducting a search, dispatching th
to a different port, As a result one could never tell beforehca
where to meot the boat. - To cope with this situation a lotterbol
(Anlauf Stelle) had to be established in every.port admitting
sea-going ships. ,.,alloLD told PJ4EFFCR!IN that he planned to have
letterboxes both in the North and in the South of Sp ain. PAEFFGEN cannot reColloct any details, nor does he know whether this
plan was over put into effect. PZ2FFGEN believes that in some
instances the couriers delivered their mail to the German Consulate in the Canary Islands, from where it was forwarded by diplc
matic pouch to MADIJD. . LRNOLD eventually had couriers working -f
him on about ten S p anish boats, all of them slow freighters.
passenger boats were found unsuitable because of the strict surveillance under which the crews and passengers wore kept.
In practice the courier service was operated as follows:
BECKER wired that a boat with a courier on board had sailed, for
Europe on a certain date. - This infortir;n VI-I) passed on to
ARNOLD, who in due tine contacted the shiping company in order
'ascertain when and where the boot was expected to put in. A me'
sengur was then dispatched to the port of arrivalto pick up th.
mail. Conversely, mail addressed to BEC10ER would be entrusted
liNOID for shipment.
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As a means of conveyin: pcliticl
thin
in service vms alt' othor in , ,,dequate. The :.teri1 to on fxo2
two to thre
te rech J
. .:;=E, an:1
by thr:on 7.b*.leto
For the forwarin of officil anil to Ger=rly,
himself of th„) Siji-ViC
of
Kon
ofthe Gcrf.lan Pnlice Attache in .f:IA.J.)IJ:), who
fi)r
VI-E/4, (Spain).

(e) Enbnssy Contacts
The. Military Attache, iTILLNA, and the Naval Attache,
Cmdr CEVALLOS, of the Argentine alassy in BEaLIN . were regar ,fle •
as e ollabrators by heferat South Lerica. They were both proGera:Ian, as oppnsed to a faction in the Arentine E]:.ssy rel)resonte ,d.by the Charge d'Affaires, LUTI, a Grmanophobe. Both cf•-•
ficers.wore a=nus to further certain pet prejects.
wanted to purchase 2,1T.Ls . from Ger l.;:nny an.:! CZ-vri ‘ LLOS Wanted a r)romise of safe conduct for a freilitr being built in a Swedish
ship yard. They held illusory hc . pes that Ant VI viht be of
service to thor.i in attainin those objectives. Thc: infrmati•n
furnished by JANTIILA and CEVALLOS was f:athored at social func
tions.
The '.3D cu1tia tel. relations with a view to taw:)inx:: the
Ar g entinians for info=.tion. WStuf
MOS told PAEFFGEN that
SANTILLANA and C .IWALIOS•seem
to
ab:ut rolitics 'in
gentina than did the SD. 'They claimedloss
that Maat little information their. own ,:vornr.lont reise.,'. was bi4ng withhelj on purpos
bv the Charge d'Affaires. Noithex officer derived or asked for
f_nancial favors in exchcno for into
No contacts obtainc;1 between VI-D and tb.a Chilean Embass
nor witiy any diplomatic ai;encie2 rnintained by South and
Central'
American republics in the neutral capitls of Euro7-..
•
PLEFFGEN wnted
connecticns in the South. .
American embnssics an.d lestions in MLD:11.), csnecially in the Argentinian and Chilean oomhas sies, L.1.1f1 sugstel. to .=OLD in Jure
. 1943 that he try
thso.cennctic,nS. ANOLD's effrts
with aln.lost no success. Illcver, he ran ,',A. e to penetrate the Br.
zilian . Embassy by inlucin;f• neaer
of the dipl•:latic staff, siI,
liTaI,..,•tp turn over copies of all reports
that went cut over the
Ambassoxl.or's signture.

(d)
VI-D/4 used Spain as an advance eperatins base for intelligence operations in South Araerica. Chief re p resentative
vviJ
=oLD I who had been sent to MLL:,IL ,
at
the
bein.ninz
of
1942.
.Prior to World
II Al',.NOLD hn lived in Arntina fox :v 101
years. For a short Teriod of ti2o ho wsa, .s..;:c.,)loyo,-.1 by I'Leferat
South America undr DA=LBT. AiCID, accordin to ?:."EFFGEN,
was an injustrious,
rtnl,
wc)r.kcx not Given to
rash • doCisions. His only sh otcon.in;
.
_;
was
a conicuous lack of
social polish, ..1Thich
him acccss to leadinE circles.
Another VI-D re T)resentative was
also a former
member of VI-D/4. Ho was c ::.:ntroll?d by PAEFF
. G.= ' personally.
PAEFFGEN had obtained his a s signments, first in.. LihIS and later
in LLMID. 7hile in PAIJ.IS,
struck 0.o an a c laintance
with one SCBIDT,
1,,ealox by -H:ofssion, who Clal;suI to be
an ou tstandin(: e:LT. crt in his
field. It 1F-.
SCHMIDT was a notoricu p rfessionni crc:k,. ter develoi)ed that
used his connecticns w ith.Y:AYWALD soliy to
enrich hielf.
,1)1n
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to Eo into busines with SCE= as a c;J:nvrmient

ir up his intellienc , _ activities. This .schme
sponsored by PAEFFGEN,
convince sl=uuai:LG

be a 00Cr1.to 1203
Vi funds . for sup-ort.
hoever,•
nst
the er:,-Q1c.yent
SCiA=T advf.s,
police record '-tid ai
ccond hi.a to SCHELLENBEL.G, ;:ho
cZ tY.
einien thct the initial investment of 20,000 dollars ,q ui6. be.
followed by'recluestS fer insre money. PAEFFGEN ' finally prevails
upon SCHELLE=G to give his permission. He pointed cut that
SCHNIDT's criminal roccrd
o excellent means of keepin
him under prsssure u
ls stressed th:at SCHMIDT's connections
in Spain ao . an art doa1r.Wuld prove invaluable,
..Aft or 1A'17ALD and SCHII,T had :sowed to iiALID, their
plans unerwent a chanu.: It was decie:d tht the original rovo
plan of startingan. :t shop be ::ropped. In MAILILI
through SCHMIDT, was brouht tocotherwith. ..11E-1:ep0,
..p.0ea wellknown fashicn creator. According to P.EFFGEN .; thi:ir was in addi.
tion the consierti ,dn th.t she clainod to have sme experience
in intelligence work
could be of aid•with . hor excellent
cial connections in Spain. In their revised foro, SCHMIDT and
MAYWALD's . plans wore
open a fashicn store, with de POMPO ostensibly runnin the business and alsc giving it her name, and
with MAYALD and SCHMIDT as business partners. M,':iYALD'thought.
this arrangement would havo the dual advr„ntae of leEalizing his
stay in Spain and of serviniz as a perfect foil against
counter-espionage agencies. Those new plant met the approval of
Amt- VI, and M•Y4ALli), SCHMILT, and do POMPO went into business.
the 'initial investment Was :nade by Alxt VI, the enterprise
was to oororate on a self-sustaininz basis. As a result neither
SCHMIDT nor de POMP() was put on tha p ayroll of 4mt VI.
SCHELLEN=G now states that he consiered the possibilii
of SCHMIDT and de POMPO bc.ino double arents but that he had very
little to go by in support of his sus-sicion.
Tho pro j cot Unt orn ,Alxaen...Lal,CL( OHIO b eing.
s code
name), was not handled by any 1:ieferat in particular. InasMuch a;
=OIL: was chal77ed with the forwarding of MAYAL's re:,orts to
the home office, all routine matters in connectin with Unternehmen OHIO were turnod over to VI- ,1/4. PAEFFGEN.controlled the
enterprise in a' goner J. supervisory capacity. Unternehmen OHIO was to supply inforrlatin pertaining to all territory under the
jurisictir,n of VI-:y/4 . . P.i,EFFGEN assorts that from an intelligence pk:int of view, Untornehmen OHIO was a disappointment, The •
alleged connections of de PamPo with the :British Embassy yielded
only three or four reports. Possibly one of these reports passe
on the rumor of a . contemplated Allied parachute raid on HITLEh's headquarters, but no imT)ortance was attached to the re port. MAYalto contributed his share to the conjecture as to the likely date of the ipendin2; Allied invasion. . Like hundreds of othea
reports on the same subject, it merely added to the confusion,'
Ana do. Pg1.4 .0's code nar:Je..was_I._ PAEFFGEN asserts that
there was no one other than MJff';jALD, S^ORMILT, and de POMPO connected with Unternelmen OHIO. The contention-that ID;,. was actually not de l'OMPO but some other agent is, accordin g to: PAEFFGEN, absolutely witl-out
Unternehmen OHIO develope r',
the lines SCHELLEBEI:G
had ant icipated. .. inkrutcy threatened and SCHELLENG was
asked for 50,000- pesetas. L.',NOLL, by order . f SCBELLENLYnG, carried out an investigation. The result was that . 6CH=T had to b.
ousted.. As it turned out,
wanted to hcicL his job n.
•
.
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all costs, har. wi.nkcd at SCEdIBT's financial mcnipulaticns 'aria
Both SCH=T and
had failed to kee7) the home office informed.
de POMP() left MiJZ,L.L, for parts unknown.
On his trip to 1JLLIti3, June 1943, PLEFFGEN questioned
.YALD
about
his part in the cle POMPO affair. MAY]; :aiD claimed
M.,1
that de POMIC was born a Spanish duchess and had done excellent
work for the British Secret Service. Ever since-the Spanish
Civil War, when the Republicans had killed her two sons, she had
been violently anti-democratic and willing to work.for•Gerr:lany.
It was well known that an intimate relationship existed between
SOH:JILT and de POEPO. In terns of political information, the
Amt VI investment in Ana de POUPO's fashion shop yielded but
small dividends She was. credited as the source of a:report that
NCO's persono
the British Embassy contompated an attempt on
MA-I:ALD was more successful in his dealings with the
Italian Embrssj in MAB1LID. Aftpx. MUSSOLINI's downfall, a member of the Embassy provided lAd. , YLD with copies of cable messages
received from I1a.:37
One of the conspicuous failures in the intelligence operations of Amt VI was connected with the popular German w,iter,
IN G)
For some reason the group
PESCOLL(p.en,naMe
Tex
chief VI-P, SS 0/Sti:Lbf DOILZETA, succeeded in persuading SCHELLENBKLG to send PES0017,IL to Spain as an agent. When no reports
were forthccminj and not even the whereabouts of PESCOLLLit could
be determined, SOHELLENLMG ordered VI-W4 and VI-D to start an
investigation. SCHELLLNLEELG took a.vory personal interest in
the matter. 1-, Zo_IFFGEN and GILOSS discussed whatharunder the circumstances it would not be warranted to have PESCOLLII. liouidated.
Before undertaking anything along those lines, P.a.EFFGEN decided
to broach the matter to SCHELIENBEI,G. The Amts Chef, _PAEFFGEN
claims, eventually gave a direct order that PESCOLLAL. be killcd.
PAY-77GEN passed on this order to T.C.OSS, who in turn assiL2cd the
task to AELNOLD. PAEFFGEW does not believe that Al- ,NOLD refused
the assignment. No effort was spared to locate :PESCOLLar,„ but
he was not found.
(e) Central America (Unternehmen REMO)
In September 1944, VI-D/4 had three trained agents ready
for commitment in Central America: ZUEISD0aF, KELLER -MANN (alias
MAERTENS), and SCHNEEMANN, all three being former residents of
South or Central . inerica. VI-D/4 planned to land these agents
on the coast of Venezuela, whence they would proceed to Mexico,
where I=LE:LMANN claimed to have good connections-. Their assignment was to obtain political information, especially on the relations between the United States and her allies ° After prolonged
negotiations, the German Navy refused to furnish submarir:: transportation. because of the risks involved in getting close to the
Caribbean Islands, but offered to release the cutter which had
carried HANSEN-and SCHROELL to 4rgentina.
:eAEYGEN had stron8 misgivings about the project in view
of the navigational hazards attending it Eventually the vigilance of the FLI relieved him of the awkward necessity of reaching a decision. The names of SCI
MANN and . ZUELZDOYY were published in the American press with a warning that the public be on
the lookout for these men. Under what circumstances this leakage
occurred has never been found out. SCHELLENhaaG reDeatedly
voiced the suspicion that members of Amt VI were • indiscreet in
their outside contacts.
PAE.d.bGEN asserts that VI-D was not re p resentecl_injlexico. and that no messages ori f-ipatlnt in thrzt cokultiy...aygre received.
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c.. SOUTCOS of Information •

Sources of information available : to VI-D other than
those developed by its own collecting agencies were the following:
(1) Information gathered ..nc1 intellii-ence produced
by the geographical groups of J.lat VI (L,C, and E3 and
(2) Information gathered and intelligence produced
by the gcograiihical groups of :Ail Lut (L and C).
(3) ;cciphered Lie6sa iscs supplied by the OK (socalled VN Vertrauliche Nachrichten) and the Forschungs mt, a
SCHUE,
sub-unit of the German ir Force. Early in 1943
DE1(0.2F, THOST, and Ober .Post Rot VDT=IELN held a conference in
BELIN to discuss the Roichspost,.which was monitoring radio-telephonic communications between LON.,JON and•S'PlINGTON. The Reichs
post agreed to supply. the text of the intercepts to VI-L. THOST
was given the.assignment of eimluatin-; and exploiting information
contained in the intercepts. Pi_EFFGL1 states thnt the monitoring
service was technically good but th:.t American and British telephone discipline was exceptionally L;onel, so that little valuable
information Was obtained. Under VETTERLEIN, the monitoring, installation at LiiNGENVEL4) (nr EINLHOVEN, Holland) was in continuous operation until Germany surrendered.
and
(4) Reports gathered by the SD Abschnitte,
VI Kult, from persons traveling abroad. The Fichtebund was a
qunsi-official organization headed by KESSEMEYE, with headquarters at HAMBURG. It received official support from the Foreign
Office and from .Ant VI Kult. VI-D/2 consulted VI Kult about
using Fichtebund members in Spain to send information about England through a certain 4,MENI)E (cf Third US Army Interrogation
Center IR No 38, dtd 9 Sep 4 5), who had Spanish friends an acquaintances with connections in England. Nothinr resulted from
this plan. P.I,EFFGEN has no further knowledge of the Fichtebund.
(5) Material put out by the monitoring services of
the German Foreign Office (Seehaus Dienst), the official German
News Agency (LW, and other news agencies like Europa Press,
Transozean.
(6) Scientific material, background information,
books, newspapers, .periodicals, etc, which could be obtained
through VI-G (U/Stubaf Br KR.L.,LLEM).

*

VI-Kult and, to a lesser extent, VI-Wi opened up incidental sources of inforMation by enlisting the services of persons
leaving Germany to travel abroad. .Pass control agencies (Amt
\
the SL sub-units in Germany, and SL liaison officers with
TV),
the various government agencies of the Reich were Obliged to
notify VI-Kult of impending journeys. VI-Kult in turn saw to
it that other groups were given an opnortunity to prepare
cial briefs to be answered. VI-L only began to avail itself of
this incidental source of information after Scandinavia came
under its jurisdiction in early 1941. •
Among the Ehrenamtliche Mitarbeiter occasionally engaged
by VI-L PILEFFGEN. is able to recollect the following:
.- 18 CONFILENTIA L
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. -Lir Ludwig. JEISSLUER,.a BE4T,IN_lwyer, worked. as an Ehrenamtlichor latnrbeitor'but received considerable suus of money
from SCIELLEN13E1,G. JEISL,U.L . , wore the uniform of n.IZaj in the
Luftwaffe „and was active iA the suue tie in the Last rAnistry
under aOSEN2aG. He raE.de •frequent trips to Finland and Sweden,
where he had n larc;c number of ncquaintnnces, and reported to
1)EFFGEN upon his return from these trips. :ZISSLUEa was ordered not to contact any other Gercnn agents on his trips. DLU-7.
FELLT relates the followinc of .JEISSLUE11: He mot ',EISSLUEII. at a
party in LEaLIN in 1941, shortly after '.:EISSI,UEa had returned
from a trip to Norway, whore he claimed to have been unfavorably
impressed by the German treatment of Norwegian teachers and cler-7
les. 71EI3SJJELL complained that he had no moans of making a report on this matter, and LLUFEILT volunteered to turn the report
over to the proper authorities. L-TIFEIZT loft the report with
HIMdlEa's office, only to receive a reprimand and ten weeks'
house arrest for not having submitted the matter throwth the
was ::EISSnUaa's mistress and
proper channels. Frnu
frequently accompanied him on his trips.
•

emplpyo of the East Ministry in Estonia, was in chargeThf—bringinu, Swedish nationals from Estonia
to Sweden for resettlement. Contrary to SCHUEL1;EKOZF's story,
PEFFGEN says that LIENIii.aDT volunteered to work for Ant VI and
made numerous contacts with FINE.
Viggo JENSEN is described as a anish journalist of unsa7
vary repUtatibh--made R number of trif?5"r-VI-L:5 into various. .
neutral countries. He was in Finland during the latter part of
1944 but accomplished little.
Frau von ZLEN (also known as Baroness B.OHKIILCH u PANTEEN), a protege of SCHELLENDEI,G, made a number of trips to Switzerland, .Portugal, Spain, and Sweden, and reported the results to
SCHEL17NLEliG, who had been assigned to look after her. ithough
she was well acquainted with R number of high-ranking diplomats
in the countries she visited, the material which she reported
was usually unimportant gossip..
Br PETERSEN, a Balt, East Ministry, with good connections
among organized groups of Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian emigrants in STOCKHOLM.
Director GLITSCH, Junkers -jurke l DESSLU, with connections
in Swedish industry.
DT KOC H and MICHi,ELSZIT,
merchants of Hi.MLUaG, who
also worked for Kptn . .- ICHALSN, chief of KdM
import

aeferat Turkey :lade available its "Cicero" material, the
designation for a set of documents procured from the British Embassy in JIMILi and purporting to cover in all details the second C•r,0 conference which followed
This conference
determined the course to be adopted by the United States and the
United Kingdom concernin-: Turkey and her treaty obligations. The
British Ambassador in NKi took prat in the discussions.
MIElud\T.

Reforat Italy was fully informed on the talks that took
place in 1943 among President ROCKiEVELT's special envoy, Myron
TIZIOR, and Archbishop SP:LLM4SN and the Pope. According to
these roports, the President urged the Vatican to adopt a more
conciliatory attitude toward the USSR. VI-L WS kept fully informed by Referat Italy.
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HOETTL VI-E arThrough its de-,)uty chief, Stubaf
ranged with PAEFFGEN that the so-called "Nero" material be made
accessible to VI-D. Inasmuch as it originated in Enland and
dealt exclusively with questions concerning that country, its
to the
exploitation came within the jurisdiction of VI-D.
was •unable to form an
actual source of the "Nero" material,
independent opinion.
aogular Nero features were pinpoint locations of V-1
and V-2 impact areas, without mentioning, however, the time the
projectiles hit, which greatly reduced the reports , Value. The
reports canvassed public sentiment in LONDON, reflecting the
viewpoint of the man in the street, and related current ru:Jors.
Nothing of exceptional intelligence value over resulted.
German press correspondents abroad had been expressly
forbidden to work for Amt VI. The same a; :lied to press attaches
on the staffs of German embassies. Lepeated efforts to induce
the aeichs Press° Chef or the Press Department of the Foreign
Office to reconsider the ruling were of no avail. Through the
facilities of VI Kult it was possible to overcome this prohibition to a certain extent. 1AEFFGEN thinks it may be worthwhile to investigate German foreign correspondents who clandestinely supplied information to the SL through Vi Kult. Dr PENZLIN, STOCKHOLM correspondent for as aeich, who worked with
FINK, and other correspondents .openly defied the rules and collaborated with the SD.
An indirect method of getting at information gathered by
foreign correspondents but not accessible through normal publicity outlets such as prose and radio was afforded by the JuESNSSEN Dienst. JOHANNSSEN wrote analyses of foreign news based on
information gathered by a select group of foreign correspondents
who were ne:abers of the JOHLITNSSEN Dienst. hccording to 1,.EFFGEN
the reports attempted to give an unbiased picture of the actual
situation without getting lost in irrelevant detail. .,./1 outstanding feature of the reports was their finished form, which
gave them an added air of authenticity. P-EFFG2N disapproved of
the prevalence of conjecture unsupported by facts.
Llat VI was on the distribution list of the JOHJ,NNSSEN
Lienst through the Ministry of Propaganda.
According to SCEELLENLELG, the JOILNNSSEN Dionst drew its
subventions from both the Propaganda Ministry and the Foreign Office, with the former contributing the major share and consequently wielding the decisive influence in framing its policies.
SCHZLLENDILG , s attention was drawn to the JOH:ENSSEN Dionst at a
time when he was still in IV-E. It had been brought to his notice that certain reports put out by the JD dealing with aussian
affairs were circulated indiscriminately, le, without regard to
the classified character of the information they conveyed. SCHELL7NLEILG, who at the time alreadY exerted considerable influence
upon the direction of foreign espionage operations of the SI,
proposed to JOHST, chief of Amt VI and SCHELLENLEaG's predecessor in that position, that he should bring pressure to bear on
JOHANNSSEN to form liaison with J. mt VI. JOHST's reaction to the
proposal was lukewarm, but SCHELIEN .Ji= nevertheless carried out
his scheme. He got in touch with JOIL',ITITSSEIT and, using the al.=.
leged security violations of the J.1) as a convenient pretext, he
studied methods, sources, and distribution key of the association.
The distribution key appeared to SCHELLEN=G to be of considerable significance, inasmuch as its ramifications revealed a genu- 20 C ONFIDENTIL L
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Reichs Stellen to be kept in-

forae'.1 on forein --lovelopnents. SCHELL=JEG was of the opinion

that this demand could best be satisfic by ,.:at VI, which shout:LI,
field of forei-aa espia
establish an unchlienaed alonopoly in
one. JOH.aNNSSEN was at first very reluctant to subject his
association to the jurisdiction of 4",:at VI. Ho vigorously disputed SCHELLENLEIL3 .1 3 contention that the J m:s actually nothina
but an intelligence service, and claimed that his not important
task was to feed Gorman propaganda into foreign channels through
the offices of his informers (Zutraeger) while ostensibly gathering information.
when SCHELLEND:RG took over Ant VI he found that JOEST
had 'failed to act in the matter. Thereupen SCHEL -MNBERG emphasized to JOHANNSSEN that Ant VI had been established as the sole
authorized political secret service ("politische Geheim Dienst")and that it irould be incomPatible with this monopoly for JOHNNSSEN to pass on classified reports to agencies of the Reich which
had not previously been censored by i.mt VI. JOHANNSSEN finally
agreed to having a representative of SCHELIENLERG installed in
his organization. SCHELLENLEILG appointed SS Stubaf GJETTSCH
(later succeeded by SS H/Stuf UHTNLE.RG), directing . him to analyze all material gathered by the J:; and to submit to SCEELLENBERG all news digests which were questionable.
In 1943 GOETTSCH, SS 0/Stuf :iANECK, and SS Stuf Dr
HGETTL ) of VI-E'(South-Eat) tried to annex the , JI-J, transferring
its offices to TIEN. This attempt failed because of SCHELLENLEaG's objections. Further difficulties developed in connection
with the wider complex of the use of German foreign correspondents [by the SL.
The penetration of the •JT, by Lt VI was deplored by the
Ministry of Propaganda as an unethical means of circuVenting the
ruling which prohibited correspondents from collaborating with
the SD. Ministerial Rat DELL,11.,EIIEL of the Pro- paganda Ministry
raised especially strenuous objections. SCHELLENLERG finally
had to take the matter up with GOELLELS and Reichs Press'e Chef
• LIETRICH. He succeeded in maintaining the status quo, however
with one stipulation to the effect that all briefing of foreign
correspondents would have to be done through the Ministry of
Propaganda. SCHELLENLEILG accepted this cwipronise with the men• tal reservation not to abide by it.
•

Among the administrative agencies of the Reich, the

neichs Verkehrs Ministerium (Transport Ministry) showed the

least concern over the collaboration of its representatives in
neutral countries with the SD. Most of the so-called neichs
Dahn erbe Zentralen are presumed to have worked for the
Information contained in embassy reports to the German
Foreign Office was not officially accessible to Ant VI. However,
Ambassador Dr SIX, chief of the Kultur rolitische Abteilung of
the Foreign Office, and his assistant, Dr Ivi,11-MICE, worked for Amt
VI and passed on embassy reports and other classified information. The official representatives of the Foreign Office with
Amt VI, successively Dr ua,GNER, von TH,Li/EN, and von COSSEL,
confined themselves to communicating printed material of little
interest.
PAEFFGEN states that Vi- D Avas never involved in a scheme to
establish communications with German prisoners of war in the United States and Canada. in Lutuion 1944 SCILLENDEILG proposed that
the potential value of such a . project be considered. Mil J..mt
studied the matter, but rZEFFGEN never heard of any ,practical
steps being taken to put it into effect.
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Evaluation and Dissemination of Information

VI-D/1 and VI-D/2 discontinued the collection of information but concentrated on evaluation and dissemination of material pertaining to areas under the jurisdiction of VI-D furor
nished by other geographical groups of Amt VI and Eil Lint.
evaluation aids, an up-to-date card index of important personalities and reports filed ..away. for ready reference in accordance
with subject matter were used.
The evaluation section also took care of briefing. Regular briefs were issued by the Referate to their representatives abroad. SPecial briefs gave supplementary questions to
fill gaps in information . or to correct contradictory and ambiguous reports.' The Foreign Office, a . primary beneficiary of the
-work done by Amt VI, was 'best fitted to do the briefing, but
• failed to do so. Amt VI never received replies to the reports
and requests which it sent to 'the Foreign Office.
,:,mt • VI established contacts in neutral countries and,
through neutral intermediaries, with official and unofficial
representatives of the United Kingdom and the United States. But
owing to the recalcitrance of the Foreign Office, these could
not be developed. 7hen askd for briefing and 'information con' cerning German foreign policy with respect to the conduct and
actions of Germans abroad who might . be used for making contacts,
the Foreign Office invariably prohibited any further dealings
of this nature. The reasoning underlying this prohibition was
that persons contacted could be presumed to belong to an enemy
intelligence service attempting to get Germany's seclets of
state.
report containing important information derived from
a source known to be trustworthy was passed on without delay to
the Fo±eign Office and to iiiiillviLER. As soon as sufficient material had accumulated warranting definite conclusions, special reports were prepared on certain political events such as meetings
of the Big Three.
e.

Finances t;

There was no regular budget appropriation for any of
the L ender Gruppen, but at a meeting of Gruppen department
heads, which was held regularly each month, estimates of canounts
needed to finance agents and establishments abroad were submitted for approval by SCEELLENBERG. At these meetings a representative of the Reichs 7irtschafts Ministerium was present as a
consultant on currency matters and methods to be used in making
payments. .
VI-D had a special fund on hand at all' times (appr-500
Marks) to defray small expenses incurred in the interest of the
service. Lu, drafts- made against this . fund were accounted for
monthly. Payments to agents had to be applied for on a special
' form. Only the Lmts Chef and, when larger sums were involved.,
the CdS (iLTENBRUNNER) could authorize such payments.. By the
title VI-D ceased op4rations, there were no more funds at its .
disposal. No funds have been hidden or otherwise concealed,
PAEFFGEN states. VI-D had no part in the distribution of counterfeit , currency. For this purpose SCHELLENBERG used SCh:LENDT
(alias 'JENDIG) and Gruppe
PAEFFGEN knows of no geographical group which circulated counterfeit money. VI-Wi tried to
put counterfeit English pound notes into circulation in Spain
and supposedly approached ARNOLD about the matter. PEFFGEN
claims that he knows no further details of counterfeit sterling
notes having been taken along on the JOLLE I enterprise.
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f. Agents
V - 11 was the designation of a Dutch citizen :/hose correct name was either DUNK2R or 'MET, although he was usually referred to as DUNKER. For several years DUNKER had been in the
employ of
VI, Bd5 Holland. His best assistant was a Dutch
Jew named XE,INHELER (?), who worked for him in Chile.
-EINHEIMER's reports were supposedly fôr-warded in the diplomatic mail
pouch of the Chilean diplomatic representative in Spain or Switzerland.
Aht

SCHELLENBERG was told of V - 11 by SS Standf KNOLLE, in
charge of Abt III of BdS Holland, in.May.1942 on the ,occasion of
a trip to Holland. SCHELLENBERG resented KNOLLE's activities as
an infraction of the Amt VI monopoly in the field of foreign espionage and, although KNOLLE gave a very glowing- description of
V - 11's accomplishments as an agent, SCHELLENBERG refused.to
'take him over and
advised KNOLLE to pass on all reports to
Amt VI, from which they were passed on to VI-D/4.
merelY

The reports, which dealt mainly with economic matters,
were well-written, obviously compiled by a man trained in' the observation of economic affairs. In return
this wark, ,Abt VI
.promised WEINHEIMER that members of his family within the contröl of Amt TV would not be interfered with, but at the end of
1944 V.- 11 informed VI-D that this promise had been broken;
WEINHEIMER's family had been arrested by the Gestapo. Their'
fear that-TEINHEIMER . would cease sending reports 'turned out to be
unfounded. •• PAEFFGEN. states that the reports continued to come in
•

for

. In Summer_1944 V 4 11 propeded to VI-D that he work as
agent inSouth America or North America. GROSS, who was impressed by the idea, urged it upon PAEFFGEN repeatedly until*
PAEFFGEN asked V - 1. 1 to put his plan on paper. V - 11 proposed
to travel via Spain to South America on the passport of a neutral
or to pass himself off as a Jewish refugee.. PJ,EFFGEN was suspicious, especially since V - 11 wanted to take his family along,
and refused to give his consent. The plan was finally abandoned,
and the last that Pi,EFFGEN heard of V -.11,was that he was living
with his family Somewhere in - Bavaria . (March 1945).
-

an

During one of his frequent talks with GROSS, V - 11 said that he might be in . a position to procure diamonds at.no cost to
Ant VI. GROSS told P.'iEFFGEN, who in turn informed SCHELLENBERG.
SCHETTENBERG approved. the deal "for' purposes of financing the intelligence service." In due time V - 11 produced two small packages of cut diamonds, containing about 20 diamonds each. PAEFFGEN, to whom GROSS showed the diamonds, -did not consider them
-anything extraordinary. He estimated their *eights to be not
more than one carat each. On orders from P4ZFFGEN the diamonds
were turned , over to the cashier (VI-A). In PAEFFGEN's. opinion
the whole transaction was a veiled form of bribery. , SCHELLENBERG
also considered it as such but saw no objections to accepting the
gift. V - 11 originally may have planned to take the diamonds
along on his. 'contemplated mission, in lieu of money. • SCHELLEN•BERG believes that SS Stubaf SCHEIDLER should be in a position
to ,she'd some light on these transactions. .
The whole matter had a rather unpleasant sequel for PI.EFF
GEN. He believed that V - 11 told KALTENBRUNNER, with whom he
was engaged in some sort of business deal, about the diamonds.
KLLTENBRUNNER irmediately ordered an investigation by LEA IV, and
accusCd PLEFFGEN of black market operations in diamonds. Fortunately PAEFFGEN was fully covered by both SCHELLENBERG and the
economic Referent of ',rat IV, who had witnessed the transaction.
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REFFGEN denies that any diamonds were retained by VI-D. He is
certain that SCHROELL and H-NsEN did not take diamonds along. He

considers it possible that GROSS may have planned to send diamonds alon on the abortive JOLLE II enterprise (ZUELSDORF,
SCHNEElliNIT .
Personalit' Descrialli.en
DUNKER alias HUET (Thu)

Agent V - 11

slender black hair combed straight
lo.orn-1-91-0-•-1-;88 m
fair complexion brown eyes- wears.
back 'andparted
glasses ocdasionally
Misc:.Merchant. . Journalistic experience. 'Speaks German •
- fluently with a pronounced Dutch accent.. Also believed to
speak English and French. Last reported in Bavaria.
•
•
Dr Kurt. YOLZ_talias BRO :dq ), ehrenamtlicher Mitarbeiter,
was formerly a universitY-PHfer in. the United States and
i supposedly the author of a book, How to Get Rich in America. He
was contacted Several times by DXFELDT and sent in a number of
unimportant reports about America and Great Britain through diplomatic channels in Switzerland, for which he received only his
. expenses. VOLZ formerly lived, and probably still does,. at
,DAVOS1-Switzerland.
g,

Route of Retreat

At the beginning of October J.944 VI-D moved its offices
• from Berkaer Strasse, BERLIN, to Cnnp
FUERSTENW.hLDE.
DBURG and, after a short
At the end of January 1945 VI-D quit
stay in Camp BELINDE (nr ZOSSEN), moved on to SE2DORF, cover
name for Burg Id,UENSTEIN (nr PROPSTZELL.), Thuringia, the alternate headquarters of Amt VI. For the time being, a skeleton
staff including PAEFFGEN stayed behind in BERLIN.
At the end of March 1945, with , American forces approaching, VI-D transferred to Bad HEILBRUNN (nr Bad TOLZ)-, Bavaria,
after having discharged most of its personnel. VI-D, with a
personnel strength of nine; including two secretaries, stayed in
Bad HEILBRUNN until 29 Apr 45. Owing to a lack of communications
all operations ceased. On 30 April VI-D moved for the last time,
•to FRITZENS (nr INNSBRUCK), Here PAEFFGEN discharged the rest
of his group except BUSSINGER
On 4 May P4ZFFGEN attended an Amt VI meeting at Bad ALT
• AUSSEE. It was planned that he, 0/Stubaf STEIMLE, the Gruppenleiter of VI-B and Mil Amt B, and BUbSINGER should go to VOR4-LRLBERG, but the speedy advance of US forces into the Inn valley
made this impossible. BUSSINGER failed to return from a trip to
INNSBRUCK on 5 May and was presumed killed. On 5 May PAEFFGEN
and several other members of Amt VI went to LOFER, where SS
Standf.Dr S,,NDBERGER declared Amt VI officially dissolved.
VI-D: Document Files and C . rd Indices
The major part of VI-D documents was burned in Camp .:IALDBURG at the end of January 1945, when the Russian threat became
acute. Material which the chief consultants declared indispensable for the continuation of their work was forwarded t/ SEEDORF.
Only a few documents were taken along to BD HEILBRUNN; the rest
were burned in SEEDORF. Prior to leaving BAD HEILBRUNE, all remaining documents were burned. PAEFFGEN states that to the best
of
knowledge no documents wore preserved and no document
caches left behind.
•
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CONCLUSIONS

According to his superiors, PAEFFGEN has no qualifications
Whatever for intelligence work, He never succeeded in acquiring
the most elementary personal prerequisitesfor such work. PAEFFGEN is characterized by SCHELLENBERG as a personally decent man
who did not abuse his position for purposes of enriching himself.. However, his exaggerated notion of his own importance was
unwarranted,- considering the meager accomplishments of VI-D. In
politics PAEFFGEN was an uncompromiSing Nazi.
PLEFFG•N was cooperative but rather reticent in volunteering
information. His information is considered reliable.
••

COiI1IETS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SCHELLENBERG chose PAEFFGEN for the job of Gruppen Leiter
VI-D•pritaxily because PEFFGEN wa6 personally 'beholden to him
and unlikely to join the anti-SCHELLENBERG faction of the RSHA.
In SCBELTPiNBERG's mind, this consideration outweighed PAEFFGENts
shortcomings in intelligence Work..
•

PAEFFGEN, who during his interrogation was under a strong'

nervous and emotional strain, failed in many instances to recall

important details. He also showed a marked inability to fit the
espionage operations for which his group was responsible into
the pattern of Germany's military and political history.

PAEFFGEN's interrogation is unlikely to add a great deal to
our knowledge of the history and operations of VI-D, although
his manifest personal shortcomings may help to explain why this
group failed in the attainment of its.main objective, organizing
an espionage system in the United States and the United Kingdom.
The interrogator is of the opinion that PAEFFGEN has ,ben
exhausted Of all valuable intelligence information.

For the Commanding pffic.pr:
/

LEROY VOG L
Captain, Inf.
CI Section
29 Dec 45
DISTRIBUTION "D"
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MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE CENTER
APO 757
ANNEX I
Reor,7anization of Amt VI

PRISONER: 0/Stubaf PEFFGEN, Theodor

Leiter VI-D RSBA

PAEFFGEN confirms the fact.thato on orders from KALTENBRUNNER, Amt VI was reorganized with a,,NECK in chargeof the political and . SKORZENY in charge of the military sectiOns.
. PAEFFGEN attended a meeting at Villa Kerry, LT AUSSEE,'On
- 4 May 45. In the course of an exp lanation of the reorganization
Han ,NECK remarked that-HILLILER and his adviser, •CHELLENBERG,
an unauthorized
.
would have, to answer to the Gestapo for 2,aking
'offer of unconditional surrender to the Testern Allies. WANECK
said thdt HLIUJLER and SCBELLENBERG had been advised of the re-organization of Amt VI and read a wire KALTENBRUNNER had sent
to HIMATER concerning this matter. In_PLEFFGEN's opinion, the
—text of the message did not b'ear out the assertion that HIMMLER
had been fully 'appraised of the.reorganization
WANECK approved of PI,EFFGEN and STEIMLE's plan to go to .Lake,
Constance, where they would continue to operate, -mainly trying
to gather information from. Switzerland.
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Post-7ar Plans
PRISONER: 0/Stubaf PAEFFGEN, Theodor
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PAEFFGEN disclaims knowledge of plans or definite arrangements to continuo intolligence operations after a German defeat.
He reiterates what other functionaries of Amt VI have already
stated with striking uniformity of content and wording, viz,
that it was impossible to broach the subject of 'impending defeat
and that any such mention would have been tantamount o treason.
PAEFFGEN adds that no one had a very clear conception of what
Germany would look like after total defeat. When the certainty
of defeat became evident, it was much too late to take any concerted action - particularly since the communication system had
broken down.
At a Gruppen Leiter meeting in BERLIN, February 1945, SCHELLENBERG cautiously declared that it night be worthwhile to give
some thought to how Ant VI could continue operations after a
German defeat. SCHELLENBEAG added that he himself did not know
just how this could be done. Neither PAEFFGEN nor any of the
other Gruppen Leiter over made any' suggestions. R-IEFFGEN believes that SCHELLENBEItG conceivably nay have contemplated working for the Allies'.
, post-war plans, PAEFFGEN emphasizes, should not be considered in the same category with the Organization of I-nets.
After the first German reverses in Russia in 1945, .SCHELLENBERG
ordered the establishment of R-nets in territories the German
armies might le obliged to evacuate (see special report on the .
SD in Hungary, source: H/Stuf URBAN).. All measures taken along
those lines were made on the assumption that Germany would be
able to hold FortreSs Europe.
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SCHELLENBERG's Special Sources of Information
PRISONER: 0/Stubaf PAEFFGEN, Theodor
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SCHELLENBERG's special sources of information (Sonder Linien) . , which were developed by the Amts Chef himself and were
channeled directly to him, have been dealt with in Third US
Army Interrogation Center Special IR No 1, dtd 14 Jul 45..Under
questioning, SCHELLENBERG has revealed the identities of his
special sources.
SCHELIENBERG's contention that his contact with Obst MASSON,
chief of Swiss Military Intelligence, was on a purely political
basis, is questionable, according to PAEFFGEN. P1E1VGEN had the
definite impression that SCHELIENBERG obtained information from
MASSON. This, at any rate, was the impression SCHELLENBERG left
with this collaborators, although PAEFFGEN is unable to supply
any specific instances of information given by MASSON.
Prince Max Egon HOHENLOHE-INGENBUR. G (?) (married to a Spanish diM11:676-6 - living near MADRID), was one of SCHELIENBERG's special informants. PAEFFGEN met HOHENLOHE in 1943. At that time
it was planned that Staats Rat LINDEMANN, president of the German Lloyd at BREMEN, be put in touch with Allan DULLES Jr, President ROOSEVELT's special representative in BERNE, according to
PAEFFGEN. HOHENLOSE was to act as a go-between because he knew
the US Ambassador to Switzerland, Hi,RRISON. HOHENLOHE spoke
with LINDEivIANN, who was willing to undertake the mission provided
HIMIALER was in accord. SCHEIIENBERG then put the matter up to
HIM,TIPR, who declined to act over von RIBBENTROP's head. HOHENIOHE reported to SCHELLENBERG from MADRID, where he represented
SKODA and BRNO, munitions firms. His reports were few and far
between. PAEFFGEN never read them but learned from SCHELLENBG
that HOHENLOHE was of the school of opinion which advocated a
negotiated peace with the Western Allies at the price of heavy
German concessions. HOHENLOHE, according to PAEFFGEN, was an
honorary collaborator of Amt VI and received no remuneration of
any kind.
Another special informant of SCHELLENBERG's was SPITZY,
HOHENLOHE's private secretary in MADRID, one-time aide to von

RIBBENTROP. His reports on the political situation went directly to SCHELLENBERG. They were in the form of a political analysis than reproductions of factual information. SPITZY compared
notes with unusually well-informed personalities, the identity
of whom is unknown to PAEFFGEN. PAEFFGEN read all of SPITZY's
reports. Their theme was peace in the West and moderation at
home in order to prepare the ground for a peaceful solution. His
opinions, according to PAEFFGEN, were shared to a very large extent by Amt VI and may have influenced the official line of the
Egmont reports.
In one instance, SPITZY reported that the Argentine military attache in MADRID, VEIEZ, asked his assistance
in the procurement of arms and arms patents from Germany. SPITZY
wanted SCHEILENBERG to help him get the necessary export licenses, but Amt VI was unable to do so.
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Ant VI Peace Feelers

PRISONER: 0/Stu.baf P4P FFGEN, Theodor
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PAEFFGEN claims to have no knowledge of peace feelers made
through 'Dr WEISSAUER to MALLET ) the British Ambassador in STOCKHOLM. However, in Winter 1943,PAEFFGEN was approached by GROENALL, a Swede working with the German Ernaehrungs Ministerium in
connection with a process that he had discovered for preserving
milk and bread. GI,OEN4ALL told PAEFFGEN that he knew of some
Britons in Sweden who wanted to bring about a meeting between
Germany and the Western Allies. PAEFFGEN could not authorize
any negotiations but on a business trip to Sweden in Winter 1943
GROENWALL contacted his friends, and upon his return reported to
PAEFFGEN that the British were interested in knowing Germany's
terms. GROENWALL would not reveal the identity of his British
contacts and for this reason nothing further could be done, because the overtures could not be treated as coming from an official or recognized source.
If the talks had been arranged, it was believed that
ex-King Edward VIII might have been the British representative.
This may have been the incident referred to in the SCHUEDDEKOPT
report (cf Ref PF 602,0051JRC 3a CI War Room interim report, no
date). The Swedish industrialist referred to in the report is
believed by PAEFVGEN to be Gh0=ALL. PAEFFGEN mentions two
'other industrialists, MOELLER and BRANDIN, who had interests in
Germany and who were used by SCHELLENBERG as contact men with
Swedish industrialist groups.
MOELTER and BRANDIN made SCHELLENBERG's acquaintance when,
at their request, he released five Swedish nationals who had
been convicted of carrying on industrial espionage against Germany in 1940. The five had originally been given death sentences, which were later changed to life imprisonment. MOELLER and
BRANDIN were SCHELTF,NBERG's intermediaries in his talks with Jakob WALLENBERG, who with his brother Marcus owned the largest
bank in Sweden. As a result of the talks, in September 1944,
SCHELLENBERG was able to renew trade agreements with Sweden even
though the Swedish government was reluctant to do so because of
Germany's grave military situation.
Two last-minute attempts to influence British official opinion in favor of a negotiated separate peace were made by VI-D.
These attempts are connected with Maj DODGE and Lt SETH,. both
British officers and prisoners of war in Germany.
Maj DODGE
In October 1944 PAEFFGEN learned through Dr THOST that among
five Allied officers caught in an abortive attempt to escape
from a PE there was a certain Maj DODGE, who claimed to play an
important role in British politics. DODGE was of American extraction and had acquired British citizenship after enlisting in
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the British Army in 1915. In civilian life he had been manager
of a bank. He was captured at DUNKIRK in 1940. PAEFFGEN
talked td DODGE at Stalag SACHSENHAUbEN. DODGE told him that
he knew CHUMHILL well and also had acquaintances among British
cabinet ministers. After his return to England he planned to
run for Parliament On the Conservative ticket, and he had
CHURCHILL's promise to endorse his candidacy, he claimed.
DODGE also claimed to be an avowed foe of Bolshevism because of experiences with . the Cheka, which had Imprisoned him
at TIFLIS in 1921. He wr_s of the opinion that the USSR was a
grave menace to Europe and that therefore ir_11..led1ate cessation
of hostilities between Germany and the Western Allies was imperative. Without wanting to condone National Socialism, DODGE
considered it possible to make some sort of compromise. He
made no pretense of knowing what was in CHURCHILL's mind, except that CHURCHILL had not changed his opinions about Bolshevism. He offered, if granted his liberty, to try to persuade
CHURCHILL and other . influential.politicians to consider the .
signing of a separate peace with Germany. PAEFFGEN was impressed by DODGE'S sincerity and decided to secure his release.
Both KALTENBRUNNER and RIBBENTROP considered DODGEs case and
releaSed him on 1 Feb 45. DODGE also had a talk with Geheim
Rat HESSE of the Foreign Office, who disclaimed imperialistic
ambitions on the part of Germany. In the meantime a blanket
prohibition was allegedly imposed by HITLER upon the release of
Allied PWs. After considerable delay, RaFFGEN, in April 1945,
had DODGE escorted to the Swiss •border without waiting for specific orders from above.
Lieutenant SETH
At the end of 1944 Count DOENHOFF, ehrenamtlicher Mitarbeiter in Amt VI, told PAEFFGEN that he had interrogated a British
PW, Lt SETH, who claimed to be opposed to the Russian system.
• In'SETH's opinion, England and Germany should have joined forces against the "Bolshevist menace." SETH had taught English
in Latvia before the war. After the Germans occupied Latvia
he was parachuted into Latvia for British Secret Service work,
but shortly afterwards was captured by the Germans. PAEFFGEN
talked to SETH in BERLIN in March 1945. SETH offered, if given
his freedom, to sound out British politicians regarding prospects of a negotiated peace and to report by MT on the results of his mission.
PAEFFGEN got the impression that SETH was acting in good
faith. He realized that SETH would report to the British Secret Service about his German experiences, but believed that at
this stage the advantages of having SETH work for a peaceful
settlement would outweigh the disadvantages of SETH t s passing
information on to the enemy. A secondary consideration was
that even if SETH should fail to accomplish his mission, the
connection with SETH might be helpful in getting a line on the
British Secret Service. Shortly thereafter SETH was escorted
to the Swiss border.
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ANNEX V
Allied Intelli7ence and Counter-Intelligence
PRISONER: O/Stubaf PAEFFGEN, Theodor

Leiter VI-D RSE4,

Although the ultimate responsibility for intelligence missions to the 'United States and-to the United Kingdom rested upon
PAEFFGEN, he states that he left his agents to their own devices
in evading or coping with the Allied security systems He adds
that the material available in Amt VI about the organization,
methods, and personalities of the British Secret Service was
very poor. There was no exchange of information with Amt IV or
the counter-intelligence branch of military intelligence (Abt
III Amt Abwehr, later VI-Z RSHA). The standing order that all
other units of the GIS were to pass on any information about
personalities in the British Intelligence to VID was never
carried out.
VI-D/2 kept a card index of all personalities positively
identified as British Secret Service agents. 0/Stuf NIKLAUS
was in charge. PAEFFGEN does not recall any of the names in
the card index.
PAEFFGEN believes that Amt IV collected a considerable amount of information about the British Intelligence Service. He
bases this belief upon the prevalent opinion that the Gestapo
was highly successful in counteracting Allied espionage in
France, Belgium, and Holland. PAEFFGEN does not know whether
this material was processed. He never saw any of it.
PAEFFGEN commissioned Dr SCEUEDDEKOPF to gather information
on the organization and methods of the British Secret Service.'
In 1944 Dr THOST contributed an article on the British Secret
Service to the periodical, Die DQutsche Polizei. This article
was based on the material available to VI-D. Through an error
it was attributed to Dr SCHUEDDEKOPF.
, VI-Wi (Dr ZEIDLER) put out photostatic copies of a book
written by a Frenchman who had worked for the British Secret
Service. According to PAEFFGEN it contained very interesting
material.

-PAEFFGEN claims not to have read the reports on the interrogation of STEVENS and BEST. SCHELLENBERG, who took a prominent part in the kidnapping and subsequent interrogation of
STEVENS and BEST, told PAEFFGEN:
(1) BEST, in order to regain his freedom, had not held
back any information, and had offered SCHELLENBERG his services.
(2) STEVENS had been less communicative but had also
given information.
(3) BEST had disclosed that the British. Secret Service
at its lowest level operated in groups of three with only the
group leader knowing the representative of the next highET
echelon.
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(4) STEVENS was the chief of the British Secret Service
in Holland. He may have been the man in charge of operations in
Western Europe.
(5) STEV:NS manta, in:d direct W/T communication with
the British Foreign Office:
P4EFFGEN believes that no systematic study of American security methods was ever uniertaken by any ;alit VI agency. Referat
United States scraped together bits of information gathered from
German repatriates. No reliable information on such elementary
questions as what sort of identification papers should be carried by agents was on file anywhere. There was some information
available on safeguards protedting the East Coast against illegal entry. The performance of the OSS in its preparation for
the African landings was considered by PAEFFGEN an excellent
example of how a political intelligence service should operate.
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